
90001/90003
LED LOW PROFILE CANOPY 

INSTALL INSTRUCTIONS

PLEASE FIND A QUALIFIED ELECTRICIAN FOR INSTALLATION.
Please read the instruction before you install and use the luminaire.
LED GAS STATION CANOPY 60W/5700K/100-277V - SUPERIOR LIFE®
LED GAS STATION CANOPY 100W/5700K/100-277V - SUPERIOR LIFE®

ITEM#  WATTS  COLOR  LUMENS  CRI VOLT  DIMENSIONS
90001 60 5700K 5000 70 100-277V 15” x 15” x 2.4”
90003 100 5700K 8000 70 100-277V 15” x 15” x 2.4”

Ensure power is off before starting installation, wiring or attempting 
any maintenance should be performed by a person familiar with the 
construction and operation of the product and hazards involved to ensure 
personal safety.

All work should be performed by a qualified electrician.

The mounting wall should be of sufficient strength; its endurance force 
must be greater than the fixture’s weight.

The unit is designed for years with minimum care. For optimum 
performance, periodically clean the reflector and lens with a mild, non-
abrasive glass cleaner and soft cloth. DO NOT use solvents of cleaners 
containing abrasive agents. When cleaning the fixture, make sure you have 
the power turned off and DO NOT spray liquid cleaner directly onto the LED, 
socket, or wiring.

4 Mounting screw holes (dia 0.24 in):

1: Cut a hole (minimum diameter 1.7 in) for stem into the canopy

2: To mount luminaire to canopy, insert and tighten 4pcs hex head self-drilling metal screws 
(minimum diameter 0.24 in). If the canopy is not strong enough for self-drilling screw, use 4 nuts to 
fix the screws from above the canopy. (picture 3) 

3: Apply sealant around stem, hub and screw holes for a complete seal.

SPECIFICATIONS

INSTALLATION

WARNING

Mounting Accessories (customer supplied):
• 4pcs M6 Hex head metal screws with nuts.
• Junction Box
•1-8 UNC (2A) Stem

1: Cut a hole (minimum diameter 1.7 in) for stem into the canopy

2: To mount luminaire to canopy, insert and tighten 4pcs hex head self-drilling metal screws 
(minimum diameter 0.24 in). If the canopy is not strong enough for self-drilling screw, use 4 nuts to 
fix the screws from above the canopy. (picture 3) 

3: Use a customer supplied 1-8 UNC (2A) Stem, srews into the treaded hub of the luminaire. The feed 
leads should through the stem. (picture 4)

4: Attach the juction box with another end of the stem, make the connections inside the junction 
box. (picture 4)

5: Apply sealant around stem, hub and screw holes for a complete seal.
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